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The rapid development of the city, the tremendous increase of population, 
frequent public security cases, brought great pressure to the public security work. In 
recent years, along with the rapid development of computer network, the rapid 
progress of multimedia technology, the traditional video monitoring has not able to 
adapt to the current information. On the existing technology, therefore, to carry out 
the monitoring and management system, can be more efficient for basic safety 
monitoring management, realize the basic management effectiveness, this will be the 
future of social security management, prevent crime and great benefits. As the public 
security information construction, the public security video monitoring is widely 
applied in every corner of the city, in the fight against illegal and criminal, respond to 
emergencies, control of macro situation has its advantages, the application of it 
effectively alleviate caused by inadequate "effective management" and "economic 
cost", the contradiction of the public security prevention and control ability will be 
greatly increased. 
Thisdissertation takes someone province public security video monitoring system
 project for the research and development background, the front-end acquisition techn
ology, coding technology, mobile video streaming media technology research and ana
lysis, etc. Combined with B/S technology, through the data analysis, on the existing te
chnology of someone province public security video surveillance management system
, the design and analysis of the system is designed to can through the design and impl
ementation of the current, reflect basically the video management and application of t
he overall effect, in the process of late for further implementation of safety manageme
nt and safety monitoring play a more important role. From the perspective of a specifi
c function, mainly includes the management of the data acquisition, security logs, vid
eo and other functions to be obtained, improved the safety and convenience of video 
monitoring management. 
Through the research work of this dissertation can effectively help someone 















implementation, to combat the illegal crime, the ability to respond to emergencies 
effectively, improve public security video effective utilization of resources, and to 
form special subject database, provides the support for probing the case, promote 
someone social harmony and stability to make unremitting efforts. 
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